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Overview
The purpose of Image Cropper is to make it easy to crop an image or a batch of images to a specific aspect ratio. The
border area may be included if necessary, and the colour can be changed. The border is like a canvas onto which
your picture is placed. Applications include Video production, Photo Frames, web pages and print preparation.

This screenshot shows the
selection rectangle outside
the picture to include a
border, with a frame added
and also a caption and
watermark text. Also shown
are the File Info window,
the File List window and the
Tool Box, a few buttons
placed to the right of the
picture for quick and easy
access.

Photo Uses
This program is useful in preparing photos for printing. For instance, the common size of 7"x 5" doesn't fit the
common 4:3 aspect ratio of many digital cameras. Instead of leaving it to the photo printer to crop out the central
area you can choose which area to print, and maybe also zoom in a bit. A selection of common sizes is included or
custom sizes can be entered. No scaling need be done and there's no need to get involved in dots per inch, just get
the height and width in the right proportion and leave the rest to the printers. Re-sizing is not really relevant here,
its just the aspect ratio that matters. However if you do you wish to change the size, either larger or smaller,
Cropper can do so with very good quality.
EXIF data is included the output images see more details here.

Electronic Photo Frames
These usually have fairly low resolution so apart from cropping the aspect ratio, by resizing to fit the frame you can
pack a lot of photos on to a small memory card. Use up those little ones that come with cameras!
Using some of these frames can be confusing. Some of the pixel ratios can be odd. Image Cropper will help you get
the sizes right

For instance, this one (from Argos) claims "Screen resolution 1440 x
234 pixels (480 RGB x 234)". Although the frame is physically 16x9
the image files need to be 4x3. ( Anamorphic, like widescreen TV).
An image saved at 480x234 gives a small squashed picture. For this
frame an image has to be saved at 1440x1080 to make it fill the frame
properly. Unfortunately the resolution is not really this high!
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Batch Processing
For maximum efficiency - and that's what this program is all about - multiple files can be selected (or drag-and-dropped)
which are then presented to you one by one so you can make then final adjustments then save. Alternatively, if you
just want to apply a fixed crop or resize process to all the images then the whole batch can be processed automatically.

Publishing, Web creation and emails
Image Cropper is useful as a quick cropping tool for other applications. Pictures can be dragged and dropped onto
Image Cropper or pasted in (ctrl V). So for instance you could take a screen shot (Ctrl print-screen) then paste into
Cropper (Ctrl V), crop and save easily and quickly. You can save back to the clip-board (Ctrl C) for pasting into other
applications such emails and web-page creation.

Other Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A text label can be added, for example as a title, or the filename can be used.
A text label can be added as a (visible) watermark message and made semi-transparent.
Adjustments can be made to brightness contrast and saturation, and the image can be rotated.
A frame can be added surrounding the image.
Settings can be saved and re-loaded.
Jpeg images are saved with Exif information including Author and Copyright text.
A comprehensive file renaming function is included.

Stills For Video
Image Cropper was primarily designed to prepare images for inclusion a in video production where they have to fit a
standard 4:3 aspect ratio, or a widescreen 16:9 ratio.
If necessary, the image can be resized to a resolution that matches standard video. If the crop is 16:9 but the image
is saved in 4:3 this will result in an anamorphic image which will be stretched by the TV set so that it looks correctly
proportioned. This is necessary if your video editor does not work natively in widescreen. Note: if your video editing
program can work in 16:9 format then don't save as an anamorphic. Normally there is no need to worry about the
actual pixel size.
Several standard preset TV output sizes are included for resizing if necessary. It can be useful to reduce the resolution
especially when working with big mega pixel images.
If it is important that all of your picture can be seen then a Safe Area marker can be turned on to indicate the
visible area of a normal TV.
There's nothing here that can't be done in many photo editing programs. However, what this program does is make
the whole process as quick and easy as possible. Preparing hundreds of images such as you might need to create a
slide-show on DVD for TV viewing, can be very time consuming.

Fit to the safe area and include a black or coloured border

Image Cropper
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Anamorphic Example
For more information on the anamorphic format see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anamorphic_format

Original 4x3 image

Cropped to 16:9 widescreen

Anamorphic 4x3 output
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Installation and Registration
Run Setup Image Cropper.exe and follow the instructions. To uninstall use the Install/Uninstall Programs function
in Windows.
The installer creates a folder Program Files\Darkwood\Image Cropper. When the program first runs it creates
a file in the same folder called Cropper.INI. This file stores your settings when closing the program. If deleted,
the program reverts to default settings.
Several preset configuration files are also installed. These will not be overwritten if they exist already such as
when installing an update. Settings files are saved with the .cfg extension in the folder
C:\Users\UserName\AppData\Roaming\Darkwood\Image Cropper\Configs
Tip - This path is shown on the menu Help/About screen. Double-clicking it will open the folder.

Updates
The menu Help/Check for newer version will connect to the DarkwoodDesigns web site and check for updates.
An option is given to fetch the new version but you will have to install it manually.

Registration
The registration screen appears automatically on first installation and every 15 minutes when unregistered.
(Other than this the unregistered version is fully functional). It can also be reached via the Help/Registration
menu.
There is a button to take you to PayPal so that you can make a donation to support further development of Image
Cropper.
Users can then register by requesting an unlock code by email to Paul@DarkwoodDesigns.co.uk
The Registration screen has a button to prepare the email for you and include the serial number automatically.
The User Name is optional.
I will then send an unlock code which can be entered at registration screen. You will no longer get the welcome
message and be able to take advantage of Image Cropper's rapid startup.

Disclaimer
Please note: This software is provided 'as is' with no guarantees of any kind. No responsibility can be accepted
for problems arising from it's use.

Image Cropper
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Controls Summary - Mainly Mouse
Selecting an area
Point close to an edge or corner of the selection frame. Left-click and drag with the mouse. The size of the
selected area is shown in the status bar.
Hold down:
SHIFT - unlock the aspect ratio so any side can be moved by itself
CTRL - allow vertical movement only
ALT
- allow horizontal movement only
Or
Use Cursor Keys with SHIFT held down
Left/Right - keep the left hand side fixed.
Up/Down - keep the bottom side fixed.
Hold down:
CTRL - move in larger steps

Zooming the selection
Right-click and drag with the mouse
Or
Use the Mouse Wheel to zoom in small steps
Hold down:
CTRL - to zoom in larger steps
SHIFT - keep bottom side fixed

Moving the selection area
Point within the frame. Left-click and drag with the mouse. The offset from centre is shown in the status bar.
Or
Cursor Keys move by 1 pixel only to allow finer adjustment than with the mouse
Hold down:
CTRL - move in 10 pixel steps

Resetting the Selection Area
Double-click to
Hold down:
SHIFT
CTRL
ALT

reset the selection to the size of the image
- centre current selection without changing size
- centre current selection vertically only
- centre current selection horizontally only

Positioning and Resizing Text
Point mouse at the
Hold down:
SHIFT
Or
Point mouse at the
Hold down:
CTRL
Or
Point mouse at the

text. Left-click and drag with the mouse to move
- Re-size the text
text. Turn the mouse wheel to change text size in 1 point steps
- Re-size the text in steps of 10 points. (range 8 to 120 point)
text. Double-click to open the text dialog.

Useful Buttons Toolbox
For quick and easy access to six of the most frequently used operations there is an optional
extra tool-box window, a replica of those bottom left.
It can be placed at any convenient position on the screen. There is an option on the Window
menu to show this extra set of buttons or you can drag the tool box from bottom-left to
some preferred point on screen. This is different to a normal docking window as the original
buttons remain in place and a copy appears. The position is stored in the settings file and
restored next time.
Image Cropper
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Controls Summary - Keyboard Shortcuts
Help
F1

Open this Help

File Menu
Ctrl O

Open image file

Ctrl Z

Undo - restore previous state

Ctrl Y

Redo - repeat previous operation

Ctrl N

Next. Skip to the next image file in batch mode

Ctrl B

Back. Revert to previous image in batch mode

Ctrl S

Save. Save current image

Ctrl A

Save As... Save current image under a new name

Ctrl C

Copy. Copy current image to clipboard

Ctrl V

Paste. Open image file from clipboard

Ctrl W

Preview full screen. To exit preview press any key or click mouse

Ctrl P

Print. Opens print setup dialogue

Ctrl Q

Enter or Exit Batch Mode

Adjustments
Ctrl L

Levels adjustments (brightness contrast etc)

Ctrl T

Rotate image 90° clockwise

Ctrl R

Rotate image 90° anti-clockwise

Ctrl D

Rotate by a specific angle

Ctrl I

Invert Image (rotate 180°)

Ctrl X

Crop Image. Crop takes place immediately. Note: cropping always takes place when image is

saved

More Options
Ctrl F

Safe Area display on/off (Toggles)

Ctrl H

Fit selection to Height or Width (Toggles)

Ctrl K

Keep current selection area when Loading new image (Toggles)

Image Cropper
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Customising the Toolbar
The Toolbar can be customised by moving,
removing or adding buttons.
Right-click over the toolbar or from the Settings
menu click ‘Customise Toolbar’ to open the
Customise dialog.
Drag buttons around to re-arrange them on the
toolbar.
Drag buttons off the toolbar and drop anywhere to
remove them.
To Add a button select from a category and the
list of actions. Drag from the list and drop on to
the toolbar.

There are three caption options. Click the left-hand tab ‘Toolbars’

●

None:
No captions at all.

●

Selective:
Only the Load & Save Setup buttons
are labelled. (Replaces the separate
buttons in previous versions)

●

All:
All buttons are labelled.

Buttons with captions take up more space than those without. If there is insufficient space in one row the
buttons will wrap around into two rows.
The data for the toolbar is stored in the file ‘Toolbar.dat’ in the program folder.

Image Cropper
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Options and Settings
Many options are available on toolbar buttons as well as menu items.

The Settings Wizard
As an aid to finding the correct settings for the desired application, the Settings Wizard will guide you through the
best choices. More presets are offered than in the drop-down lists alone and even if not quite what you want it will
be a good starting point. Once set up, settings can be saved for future recall.

Downsize over-large image on load

(menu only)

When a large image is loaded into portrait mode and then a
border is added to the sides, perhaps in a 16x9 aspect ratio
like this image (right) it results in a very large image internally
to Image Cropper. For instance a 21 MegaPixel picture becomes
a 72MP picture which is too large to be processed. With this
option checked any picture with a height larger than 4000
pixels will be downsized by half when loading. Check this
option if you have problems with ‘Not enough memory’ errors.

Auto Rotate on Load (menu only)
Useful when operating in batch mode. Once an image is loaded it will be rotated 90 clockwise or anti-clockwise
according to exif orientation information in the image (jpeg only). Not all cameras provide this information.
Rotating is done losslessly prior to loading.

Image Cropper
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Show Safe Area
Due to the fact that most TV's over-scan,
some parts of the image near the edges may
not be seen. The 'Show Safe Area' option
displays an extra selection frame as guide to
placing your selection rectangle. By default
this is 90% of the true selected area.
For widescreen TV's the over-scan is meant
to be no more than 3.5%, but it's not an exact
science. LCD and Plasma Tv's usually show
100%.

Safe Area Size

(menu only)

The safe area size can be varied in 5% steps from 75% to 95%.

Fit Selection to Safe Area
With this option selected, when a new image is loaded the selected area will default to fitting the safe area. This
can be used to automatically add a border around the image.

Fit Selection to Height
With this button IN the selected area will default to fitting to the height of the image when a new image is loaded.
When
it is OUT it defaults to fitting the image width.

Lock Selection to Horizontal or Vertical
When this option is selected movement of the selection rectangle is restrained to the vertical or horizontal
directions, depending on the setting of the 'Fit Height' button. The movement can also be restrained temporarily
by holding down CTRL (vertical) or ALT (horizontal).

Auto Fit Height / Width
(Options Menu only) Useful when operating in batch mode. The default selection will be to the width on a
landscape image and to height on a portrait or square image. Can be cancelled temporarily by clicking the Fit
Height/Width button.

Keep Selection on Load
When this option is selected the selection area does not reset each time a new image is loaded but stays where it
was put previously. This could be useful if a batch of images all need to cropped to the same specific size and
shape. Not compatible with ‘Auto Landscape/Portrait’ so that mode will be cancelled if set.

Reset Default Selection
Simply resets the selection bounding box back to the default, same as when a new image is loaded. If CTRL is held
down the current selection is centred in or around the image. Can also double-click.

Image Cropper
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Startup Folder
You may choose the folder to use when the program starts by clicking on
Browse, or use the folder that was used most recently. This setting is stored
in the settings file so it can be a useful method to access commonly used
folders for a particular task.
Switching folders here also takes effect
immediately. Switching to ‘Last Viewed’ will take you to the folder last used
that is different to the current folder.

Border Colour
This is the colour of the area surrounding the image, normally black. You can include this area in your selection and
change the border colour.

Border Area Increase / Decrease
These two buttons enlarge or reduce the border area for occasions when the shape of an image doesn't fit, such as
extreme wide-angle, or just to have more border area. In effect extra border is added on so the image on the view
on-screen is made smaller but the resolution is still the same. Consider the border area as a canvas on which your
picture is placed. The canvas size is shown on the status bar when a change is made. The extra border can make very
large file-sizes with hi-res images and hence processing is slowed down.

Multi-Monitor Setup...
Multiple monitors may be used. The program may be started on one
monitor and a different monitor used to display the preview. A
program restart is needed before the change can take effect.

Resizing Method
Resizing is carried out at high quality with a choice of algorithms. A note about potential quality loss (or lack of it!)
with Jpegs can be found here - ‘Image Cropper Jpeg re-encoding test’
A choice of resizing methods is available on the menu Settings/Resizing Method
●
●
●
●

Bilinear
Bicubic
Lanczos
Mitchell

The method chosen is a compromise between speed, smoothness and sharpness. Lanczos is generally the best overall
for most purposes. For more information see Wikipedia Image Scaling.

Status Bar Information
Image Size:
Selection:
Offset:
Output Size:
Output Folder:

The
The
The
The
The

size of the original image in pixels.
size of the selection bounding box in pixels.
offset of the centre of the selection area from the centre of the image.
size in pixels of the image when saved
folder which will be used for Save operations. Set using 'Save As...'

Image Cropper
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Loading Images
Open Files(s)
To load an image click the 'Open File(s)' button and browse for the image
file. More than one file may be selected using shift and ctrl. Select one
file first, then hold shift or control while selecting others. All files can
then be added by pressing CTRL 'A'. If desired, a window can be opened
showing an 'Images to Process' file list.
Alternatively, a number of files can be selected then Dragged-andDropped on to Image Cropper from Windows Explorer. A picture can be
dragged directly from a web page into Image Cropper.
Images can be loaded from, and saved to, the Windows Clipboard from
the File menu, or with Ctrl C / Ctrl V.
Image files of types Bitmap, Jpeg, TIFF and GIF can be loaded.
With TIFF and GIF images any transparent areas are ignored, and only the
first image in a sequence is loaded.
Images can be saved only as bitmaps or jpegs.

Skip to Next
When more than one file is loaded, the 'Skip to Next' button abandons the
current image unsaved, and loads in the next.

Back to Previous
Move back up the file list to the previous image, when more than one file
is loaded.
The File Menu

Reopen Last Saved
This button reloads the most recently saved image. This is provided in case you need to apply more than one operation,
for instance to crop down an image size or shape and save it, and then perhaps to include a border area around the
cropped part. See also Unlocking the Aspect Ratio.

Undo
This reloads the previous image state without quality loss. Up to six operations may be undone starting from when a
new image is loaded. There is also a ‘Redo’ on the adjustment menu.

Command Line Options
At program startup an image can be automatically loaded from the shortcut command line. Add the image filename
as an extra parameter on the shortcut target. Note the quote marks, and do not alter the first part.
For example… "C:\Program Files\Darkwood\Image Cropper\Cropper.exe"

"D:\mypicture.jpg"

You can create an additional desktop shortcut and choose a specific settings file to be used at startup.
Create the new shortcut by copying and pasting the original shortcut.
Right click over the new shortcut and click ‘Properties’.
On the Shortcut tab, edit the ‘Target’ line to add the settings filename as an extra parameter
For example…

"C:\Program Files\Darkwood\Image Cropper\Cropper.exe" "email.cfg"

Do not change the first part and note the use of quote marks. The default folder path will be used unless a full path
is specified. A message will appear on the status bar after startup showing the status - ‘Loaded successfully’ or ‘File
not found’.
You can load both an image and a settings file
For example… "C:\Program Files\Darkwood\Image Cropper\Cropper.exe"
Image Cropper
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"D:\mypicture.jpg" "email.cfg"

Batch Mode
If you just want to apply a fixed crop or resize process to all the images then the whole batch can be processed
automatically.
Open a batch of image files. Preset the selection / resize options and select the 'Batch Mode' . Click 'Save' or 'Save
As...' and you will be shown the Save Dialogue. Browse to the folder where you wish to save the processed images.
The actual filename is not relevant except for the first image. (Set up the Filename Format in advance to use for
subsequent images). Then Click 'Save' and all the files will be processed automatically. Once completed, click Batch
Mode again to turn off the option otherwise processing will continue as soon as you load any more files. The progress
bar (bottom-right corner) shows progress through the batch.
To abort at any time press the 'ESCAPE' key. However, if you do need to escape it may be advisable to restart the
program before continuing.

Loading and Saving Settings
By default, settings are saved in the file Cropper.ini and loaded in at startup. Settings may also be saved to a file of
your choice for loading in again later. 'Load Settings' and Save Settings' can be found in the 'Settings' menu but there
are also small 'Load' and ‘Save’ buttons on the main screen.
Settings files are saved with the .cfg extension and are saved in the folder:
C:\Users\UserName\AppData\Roaming\Darkwood\Image Cropper\Configs.
Tip - This path is shown on the menu Help/About screen. Double-clicking it will open the folder.

Folder Management
As the number of images we have to manage rises ever greater it becomes harder to navigate around the numerous
folders we use. To assist in navigation Image Cropper stores the eight most recently used image filenames, the image
source folders (input folders), and the folders that were used to save (output folders). You may then make those
folders current using Recent Input Folder and Recent Output Folder options on the File Menu.
Also on the File Menu are options to Explore Input Folder and Explore Output Folder which simply opens up a folder
view in Explorer. You can then perform other operations from there including drag and drop into Image Cropper.
You can set a preferred folder to be used at startup. On the Settings/Startup Folder menu choose from ‘Last Viewed’
or browse to a specific folder and use that. This setting is included in stored settings.

Window Menu
File Information (EXIF) Data
EXIF information is copied from the source file and updated as necessary
before saving to the output file. Clicking this button opens a window
showing showing some of the data items including the thumbnail.
More information

Batch File List
This button opens a list of files in a separate window and is useful in Batch mode for monitoring progress. It also indicates
when a file has been skipped and shows the filenames of the saved images. For extra convenience there are 'Skip' and
'Back' buttons but these wont operate if Batch Mode is enabled. The Back button reverses up the list loading the previous
image. You can also open files from this window.

Useful Buttons Toolbox
Opens the optional extra tool-box window, a replica of those bottom left. More information

Full Screen Preview
Previews the current cropped image in full screen. Press any key or click antwhere to return.

Image Cropper
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Selection and Crop Sizes
Selecting the area you want
Place the mouse pointer inside the selection area and Drag with the left mouse button pressed to move the selection
area. Holding down the CTRL key restricts movement to the vertical plane only, while holding down the ALT key
restricts movement to the horizontal plane only.
The Cursor Keys can be used to move in 1 pixels steps, or with CTRL held, in steps of 10 pixels. Provided the cursor
is not in a text entry box.
To resize the selected area point roughly at the sides, top, bottom or corners of the selection box then click and Drag.
The mouse pointer changes accordingly. You only need to click within 10% of the frame. This differs from most programs
which require you to point very precisely at tiny squares in the corners and midway along a side. This is much easier
and quicker! Selecting the sides behaves differently from selecting the corners - Drag one of the corners and the
opposite corner remains fixed. Dragging one of the sides keeps the opposite side fixed and varies the other three
sides in the correct aspect ratio.
The Cursor Keys can be used with SHIFT held down to move in steps of 1 pixel only for very fine tuning, or with CTRL
held, in steps of 10 pixels.
Alternatively, Drag from anywhere on screen with the right mouse button pressed to zoom the selected area. The
Mouse Wheel can also be used to zoom in small steps. Hold down CTRL to zoom in larger steps.
Double-click to reset the selection area. Hold SHIFT to centre the current selection in (or around) the image. Hold
ALT to centre the selection horizontally or CTRL to centre vertically only.
The black (or coloured) border area around the image may be included. However, don't make the selection go outside
the visible window. Certain combinations of aspect ratios with large safe areas may not give as much border as you
would wish, so the border can be enlarged if necessary.
The size of the selected area and the offset from the centre is shown in the status bar at the bottom of the screen.

Aspect Ratio and Crop Size
Image Cropper is primarily based on Landscape images where the long side is quoted first eg 16x9 or 4x3 in
television, or 7"x5" or 10"x8" in photographic terms. You can enter the Crop Size values either way round and it is
the Landscape/Portrait buttons which determine the orientation. However if you enter a Custom Output Size then
it must be the way round you want it. In Landscape mode that means with the longest side on the left. In Portrait
mode the longest side will be on the right. Switching Landscape/Portrait will swap the values over automatically.
Select from the Crop Size pick-list the desired aspect ratio. Select 'Landscape' or 'Portrait' according to the
orientation you want. Some common sizes are listed:
● Unlocked
● As Image

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Each side may be moved freely so no fixed aspect ratio is kept.
The aspect ratio is set to the same as the image when it is loaded. The actual ratio is shown
once the image is loaded. This is useful for processing a batch of various shapes and
keeping them as is but adding a caption for example.
Custom
Enter any crop size. The width and height can be in any units such pixels, inches or
centimetres, for example 1024 and 576, 1.6 and 1, 10 and 12. The scaling is not important,
just the ratio.
2 : 1 & 2.35 : 1
These are cinema widescreen modes such as Cinemascope
4:3
Very common, used by 35mm movie film, video, TV and many digital cameras
14 : 9
A compromise used for TV production, in between 4: 3 and 16: 9
16 : 9
Used for widescreen TV
6” x 4”
Very common print size and used in 35mm still cameras.
7” x 5”
Widely used print size but doesn’t fit any common picture size!
10” x 8”
Widely used print size again doesn’t match camera sizes.
ISO A4
Standard paper size. The aspect ratio is the same for A3 and A5 etc (1.41).
As Output
Any custom output size can be entered then the selection area aspect ratio will match it.

Image Cropper
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Distortion Warning
The Aspect Ratios of both the Selection Area and the Output Image Crop size are shown in the left hand panel.
If these do not match for some reason the display changes to red like this:

Selection
1.33
Output Image 1.78

(Actually, an error of 1% is allowed before it 'alarms')

This means there will be some distortion of the output image, that is, stretched or squashed in one direction.
However, this is normal for anamorphic images such as wide screen TV so you are not prevented from continuing.

Unlocking the Aspect Ratio
Although the main object of this program is to maintain a fixed aspect ratio it is possible to unlock the aspect ratio
and mark out any selection area. You might want to crop say a small square image, crop it, then place it within in a
16:9 frame. On the Aspect Ratio drop-down list is an 'Unlock' option. Or, at any time, hold down SHIFT whilst
dragging with the left mouse button pressed over one of the sides to alter the width or height independently. Any
change without Shift pressed will cause the aspect ratio to be restored. Then save the image but make sure the
Resize option is not checked. See also Reload Last Saved image.

Landscape / Portrait Modes
Although produced primarily to crop landscape images for TV, the portrait mode allows cropping to produce a
portrait print, for example. In this case you would not normally want to resize. Note the resizing presets are all
landscape, don't mix a portrait selection with a landscape output.

Auto Select Landscape/Portrait
WIth this option checked Portrait or Landscape mode is selected when images are loaded automatically. Use this if
you have a batch of images to process which are a mixture of landscape and portrait and when you want to crop
them and keep the orientation the same, such as for printing.
This is an option on the 'More Options' menu and also the 'Auto' check box next to the Landscape / Portrait selection
buttons.

Preview
Previews the cropped image in full screen mode for a better view of the output image including any caption,
watermark and frame. Click the mouse anywhere, or press any key, to revert to normal.

Changing the Style of the Selection Bounding Box
Sometimes it can be hard to see the bounding box so from the 'More Options' menu it is possible to choose between
a dotted line and a solid line of 1,2 or 3 pixels thickness.
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Image Adjustments
Several useful functions can be found on the Adjustments menu. Some of
these also have buttons on the Tool-bar as well as Control Keys.

Invert Colours (Adjustment menu only)
Invert the colours making a negative into a positive.

Monochrome (Adjustment menu only)
Convert colours into Black & White. This is not quite the same as reducing
the saturation to zero in Levels. The monochrome image is composed of
30% red, 60% green and 10% blue to produce a look more like film.

Sepia (Adjustment menu only)
The classic 'old Photo' look. The image is converted to monochrome then
the colour balance adjusted to 100/80/65 red/green/blue.

Mirror Horizontally (Adjustment menu only)
Reverses the image left-to-right and right-to-left. This could be useful if
a slide has been scanned back-to-front for example.

Rotation
These buttons rotate the image. Occasionally an image file may be up-side-down, often when a film has been scanned
onto a CD by a photo-developer.
Rotate 90° Clockwise
Rotate 90° Anti-Clockwise
Invert Image
Rotate by Degree (Adjustment menu only)
Note: The size of image that can be rotated by 90° is limited to about 15 Megapixels. The size of image that can be
rotated by any other amount is limited to about 6 Megapixels. In this case there is the option to use a much slower
mode for large images.

Levels Adjustment
Also found under the Adjustments Menu.
A separate window opens with a lowerresolution copy to speed up previewing
changes. Initially, the process operates
in RGB mode where all three colours are
adjusted together, or you can select
red, green or blue to adjust each colour
independently, as shown in the example
left.
Top-right is a histogram which shows
the distribution of pixels through the
intensity
range
from
minimum
brightness (or black) on the left to
maximum (or white) on the right.
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Levels - Brightness, Contrast and Saturation
Basically, adjust the brightness and contrast sliders so there is a spread right across histogram. The height of the
peaks is not important. There is also a readout of the brightness at any point on the image. Point at a bright white
part of the image and it should read close to 255,255,255, and a black part close to 0,0,0. Adjust brightness and
Contrast to achieve this.
There are a further three control points. Use the Shadows, Midtones and Highlights sliders to brighten or darken one
of those regions, if necessary adjusting all three to keep a smooth transition from one to another. The sliders control
the amplitude at the three control points but you can also point with the mouse and drag the control points left or
right (as well as up/down) to give even more subtle changes. Moving the Shadows control point further left will allow
deeper shadows to be adjusted without affecting the mid-range. Likewise moving the Highlights control further right
allows the only the brighter parts to be adjusted. The line through the histogram indicates the before / after transfer
characteristic.
Use Saturation to alter the colour intensity, right down to Black & White if necessary. Note extreme saturation changes
eat into the range of other adjustments, so if necessary make saturation and levels changes separately.

Mid-tone Contrast
The Midtone Contrast option links the Midtone slider to control the highlights and shadows as well, making an easy
way to bend the transfer line. This has a more pronounced effect on the midtones.

Show Clipping
When this option is ticked areas of peak
white are artificially coloured red and
areas of black are coloured blue. This
makes it easy to see when the limits are
reached.
It is not always appropriate to avoid
clipping totally, there may be specular
highlights - small bright white areas - on
shiny objects.

Zoom Preview
This slider zooms the preview image so that a particular area may be examined more closely. The preview area
may be moved by dragging it.
A Reset button reverts to the normal x 1 view.
Click on the Preview Image to temporarily show the image before adjustments, for an easy comparison of the
effect of the present settings.

Keep Settings
Tick this option to keep your settings for the next time you the open Levels adjustment. The settings are lost when
the program is closed.
Click OK to keep the changes or Cancel to forget them. Reset puts the sliders all back to zero (no change).
If you make adjustments then change your mind, use the undo button (or CTRL Z) to revert back.
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Levels Adjustment - an example

Original Image

Christina Barbosa at the House Jazz Cafe, Madeira

Suppress the shadows even more to focus on the performers...

... or bring out more detail in the shadows.
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Adding Text Labels
Two text labels can be overlaid - a caption and a 'watermark' such as for a copyright message that might be added
to every image. These are essentially the same except that optionally the filename and/or EXIF information can also
be used for the caption.

Opening the text setup
Click the
button to open the Text set up screen, or use the 'Settings' menu, or if the text is shown on screen
double-click on the text. Select 'Caption' or 'Watermark' as required. Do this with the caption or watermark buttons
or click the on preview text with the mouse to select it.

The font style, size, and colour can be set and the actual text can be entered. Use the mouse to drag the caption and
watermark text into position. (Hint - if it is difficult to select either one point more towards the top left corner of
the text.)
Point size has no real relevance in this context so some experimenting may be required. The sample top-right may
help. Once you return to the main screen the text size an be adjusted by pointing at the caption and using the mouse
wheel.
If the text should get lost off screen the button 'Find' will bring it back into view. You can also preview full-screen.
The font size will be scaled to suit crop sizes and the number of pixels but beware of reducing the resolution of the
image too much and making text look blocky even though the text is anti-aliased.
Text can also be made semi-transparent. All the settings are stored in any saved settings files.
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Additional Caption Text
The caption can be made up of text you entered, the filename and/or selected EXIF information such as exposure
etc.

● Check ‘Use Filename’ and/or ‘Use EXIF’ as required.
● Check ‘Use Text’ to combine the basic caption text with Filename or EXIF data.
● If no options are checked the caption will use just the entered text.
The Filename button allows the filename to be configured and this will be used for the Save filename also.
Note: You can also change the actual caption text on the main screen.

Selecting EXIF items
Click the EXIF button to select which data items to include.

Watermark Modes
Watermark text has three modes - Text only, Text with a rectangular background of a chosen colour, and 'Clear Text'
as in the example above, in which the text itself is completely clear but is surrounded by a lighter rectangle (the
colour cannot be changed).
Turn on the text by checking 'Add Caption and/or Add Watermark'. There is a check box for this on the main screen
as well. All settings are stored. Add a caption and/or watermark to the secondary image here also.

Preview
You can Preview the image from here with text added - there is no need to turn it on in the main screen.
Hint: if you see the text on the main screen but you don't have it selected on the primary image check if it is selected
on the secondary image. This can only be done from the Text Setup screen.
On the main screen - the text can be dragged into position, and re-sized by holding down SHIFT while dragging up &
down. The text can also be resized using the mouse wheel. Hold CTRL for a larger step change. Double-click the text
to open the text set-up screen.
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Frames and other features
Adding a frame
A frame can be added around an image. It is
fitted to the whole image, not to the cropped
area. Use this as an extra effect which can be
applied separately or Crop the image first. Click
the frame setup icon to set the line thickness,
spacing and colour of two lines.
Turn on the frame by checking 'Add Frame'.
There is a check box for this on the main screen
as well. This effect can be seen in the main view.

The thickness of the frame is scaled according to the resolution of the image. A thickness of '1' corresponds to 1 pixel
in an image 400 pixels wide.
Note the frame is applied after cropping. This means you can set up a frame, and a border, perhaps using the 'Fit
Selection to Safe Area' and still crop out part of the image. Click the 'Crop' button for these effects to take place.
This can only be done manually however. A full auto batch process would need to be done in two stages.

Saving a Secondary Image
On the Settings Menu there is the option to 'Save
Secondary Image...'. Clicking this option opens a setup
box. The intention here is save a smaller second copy
of your image in addition to the main one, perhaps as a
thumbnail for a catalogue.
It can have its own filename suffix and is stored in the
same folder as the main image. A caption and/or
watermark text can be added using the same text as the
main image. See Text Setup for details of the check
boxes to enable this.
A border can be added which helps a thumbnail stand
out on a web page for example.
To enable saving the secondary image check the box on
this screen.

Printing
A basic printing function is provided. Clicking the Print button will open the printer setup dialogue. Choose Portrait
or Landscape (which refers to the paper orientation) and click OK to start printing.
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Renaming Image Files
On the File Menu there is a comprehensive 'Rename Images
Files...' utility This allows a batch of image files to be
renamed using the selected filename format.
Open a batch of image files using the Open dialogue,
making multiple selections in the usual way.
There are two options for the new name. A full new
filename can be setup. The Filename button opens the
dialogue to set up a filename format if necessary, the next
filename is shown as an example.
Alternatively, just part of the original name can be
replaced. In the example above all instances of ‘Flowers’
will be replaced by ‘Garden’ while the numbered part will
remain unchanged.

Open the File List if required to monitor progress and click Start to run the process. The filename extension is not
changed so you may mix bitmaps and jpegs.
The process can be undone to restore the original names if you make a mistake, up until more files have been loaded.
Undo will fail if files have been deleted or moved in the meanwhile.

Filename Format
The filename for the next image to be saved is shown on the main screen just below the 'Filename' button.
Hint - if the name is too long to fit point at the name to see the full name and the filename format in a hint box)
Click the 'Filename' button or menu option to open the setup screen. The filename for saving may be formatted in
a number of different ways. By default, the filename is made up of the original image filename plus a size element
eg '16x9' to distinguish the cropped version from the original.
The filename can include in any order:
●
●
●
●
●
●

The original image filename
The Crop Size (program generated)
A line of static text
A number which increments
automatically
A separator of any valid character(s)
usually _ or a space.
The current date and/or time in a
format of your choosing

To enter a new format click the 'Clear Format'
button then 'Add' the chosen elements in the
order you want them.
Today’s date and/or time may formatted by
entering d,m, and y in varying amounts, and a
separator of - _ or space. Other characters are not permitted.
Experiment with one, two, three or four ‘d’s ‘m’s and ‘y’s for the date and hh nn ss for the time.
For example, if it was Friday Feb 1st today then d = 1, dd = 01, ddd = Fri, dddd = Friday
There are also a few useful presets, just click to select one.
This does not replace the Save dialogue. You will still need to click 'Save' or 'Save As...' primarily to choose the path
to a folder. You can still save under any other name in the Save dialogue as usual.
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Cropped Image and Saving
Note: Although there is a Crop button it is not essential for you to do this because the crop is
made as you save. Whatever is selected is the area that is saved.

Save As...
Opens the Save Dialogue box. Primarily to choose the folder for use in subsequent saves. A default filename will be
offered depending on the setting of the Filename Format. It can of course be changed to anything else. On the main
screen two buttons control the default format - Bitmap or Jpeg. Changing the File Type (ie bitmap or jpeg) in the
Save Dialogue box also changes the buttons.
The progress bar in the bottom-right corner primarily shows the progress through a batch of files but usefully with a
single file it will be green after saving and grey if not saved.
Cropping takes place when saving, that is, the only part which is saved is the selected area. No change takes place
on screen (except in Preview) or to the original image.

Save
This saves the current selected area in the folder previously selected by 'Save As...'. You will not be prompted for a
filename. The filename will depend on the setting of the Filename Format. You will not be warned if the file exists
already. If a file already exists with the same name it will be overwritten.
You will be asked for a destination folder the first time you use this command, if you have not previously set a folder
with 'Save As..'

Crop
Crop the image to the selected area. Note it is not essential for you to do this because the crop is made as you
save. However, this option allows you to crop and then continue adding a frame or a border, or it could be that you
wish to crop out part of an image in portrait shape and then include that image within a landscape output. To
undo, reload the original image.
For example, you could set the aspect to say A4, choose 'Fit Safe Area' to create a border, and add a frame if required.
Then 'zoom in' and select your crop area. Note you can press shift to unlock the aspect ratio and select any shape
area you desire. Then press the crop button and you have your desired image surrounded by the border.

Loading and Saving Settings
Having set up the various options settings may be saved to a file of your choice for loading in again later. 'Load Settings'
and ‘Save Settings' can be found in the 'Settings' menu.
There are also small buttons on the main screen.
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EXIF Data
EXIF Data is information embedded in a jpeg image file about
exposure, date & time, type of camera, Author etc and also includes
a thumbnail of the image.

Often it is not necessary to have such data in a cropped image that
you might use in a video production for example. Where it does come
in handy is when images are cropped and resized to fit a photoframe
or for display on a widescreen TV. These often display the thumbnail
in a menu. Sometimes they will create their own thumbnails but this
adds to the loading time.
From Version 2.8 Image Cropper includes EXIF Data in Jpeg images.
Most data is copied from the original image. The image size is updated
and a new thumbnail image is created. The orientation is always set
to normal as it is assumed the saved image will be the correct way
up.
Selected data may be included in a caption. See Additional Caption
Text for more details.

Show File Info
Some of the data in the original image can be viewed using the Window/File Information menu item, by clicking on
the Exif button, or with Ctrl E.

Authors Name / Copyright Setup...
The Author’s name and a Copyright message can be included if
not already present. If these are present already they will not
be over-written.
To set these up go to the menu Settings/ Author Copyright
Setup...

Note: symbols such as © cannot be used.
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Further Information
Useful Links
It is easy to become confused when trying to produce graphics for TV and video use.
Picture aspect ratios and pixel aspect ratios may be of some help.
Most TV programmes in the UK are now broadcast in "letterbox" or widescreen format. Unfortunately, this can be a
source of confusion as can the issue of anamorphic resizing. Widescreen TV in the UK may clear up some of the
confusion.
For NTSC users Aspect Ratios and Frame Sizes may be helpful.
Wikipedia on the the history of Anamorphic format is also interesting.
Contact me, Paul Marshall or visit www.DarkwoodDesigns.co.uk
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Image Cropper JPEG re-encoding test
A Test with a High Quality Image
Loading an image into Image Cropper then saving it out again can potentially cause a loss of quality due to
de-compressing and re-compressing, or re-encoding, the Jpeg Image.
This test was carried out by comparing Image Cropper to JpegCrops, a lossless Jpeg cropping program. Image Cropper
is using the Lanczos resizing algorithm.

Original Image 5184x3456 pixels
Filesixze:
7.5MB

The original image is 5184x3456 18MP jpeg best quality taken using a Canon 600D with a 24-105mm L series Lens.
File size is 7.5MB (uncompressed would be about 25MB).
This image was then cropped to 1920x1080 with no re-sizing - a rather extreme crop but readily possible, the sort
of thing that might be done for an HD video. The Image Cropper crop was saved as a jpeg at almost best quality
(98) chosen to give the same file size as the lossless output file.
Note: Only certain ratios (multiples of 16 pixels) can be cropped losslessly and 1920x1080 Full HD is not one of
them for this original size, so the nearest was taken.

Cropped to approx 1920x1080 by Image Cropper

Cropped to approx 1920x1080 by JpegCrops

Filesize:

790KB

Filesize:

798KB

Quality:

98

Quality:

as original (canon ‘Large’)
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Magnified centre of the original image

Magnified 240x160 pixel centre of the 1920x1080 cropped images
Left: Image Cropper

Right: Jpegcrops lossless crop

Another very extreme test.
The 1920x1080 jpeg image was loaded into Image Cropper and saved back to a jpeg at quality 98. The copy just saved
was then loaded in and saved again. This was then done 10 times - load, save, load, save and so on.
This the the centre of of the image after 10 generations, that is, 10 de-compress and re-compress processes:

A quality of setting of 98 seems to maintain the
original file size. At 99 it grew a little each time,
787KB to 899KB. At 97 it shrank a little from
787KB to 748KB.
Although this may be only low compression it is
still a big saving over a bitmap which would be
about 6MB.

The colour saturation has dropped very slightly but jpeg artifacts are no more apparent.
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This foregoing clearly demonstrates that for a high quality image using Image Cropper to de-compress and recompress causes no significant loss of quality when high quality settings are used. (85 up to 100 can be considered
‘high’). The limitation to such extreme cropping is the camera and it’s lens. This is not too surprising, its what jpeg
was designed to do.
However, the situation changes sigificantly with low quality images.

A Test with a Highly Compressed Image
The high quality original was saved using a jpeg quality of just 15 reducing the file size from 7.7MB to only 680KB.
This was then cropped using Image Cropper and JpegCrops to 1920x1080.

Left: Original LOW QUALITY image

Right: Jpegcrops lossless crop to 1920x1080 Filesize: 60KB

The magnified 240x160 pixel centre of a low quality jpeg and the corresponding cropped image. As you would expect
the two are identical.

Left: Image Cropper saved at quality 85 FIlesize: 203KB

Right: Image Cropper saved at quality 15 Filesize: 87KB

Clearly with a high degree of compression in the original image further re-compression is harmful but only if a lot of
compression is used when saving. If saved with good Jpeg quality (85+) there is negligible extra loss. However it does
result in a larger file size, even Q15 is larger.

Conclusion
For good quality Jpegs cropped and processed in Image Cropper there is little need to worry about quality loss if saved
back with good quality.
If you need to work with highly compressed images AND retain a small file size a lossless cropper may be a better
choice, but if you just wish to crop and compress good images such as for a web page Image Cropper will do a good
job.
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Errors and Problems
Error message on Loading Settings:
“This settings file was not saved by Image Cropper 3. Check the settings are correct.”
Image Cropper 3 makes a check on any settings (.cfg) files that are loaded to make sure the files are valid. An
existing settings file may fail the test even though it is ok. Check the settings are correct and re-save.

Error on saving an image:
“Tag may only contain Ascii string data”
The author or copyright message or other Exif data contains a character other than regular letters and numbers.
For instance, symbols such as © cannot be used. The image will still be saved but without the Exif data.

Error on various operations:
“Not Enough Memory to process this command:”
When a large image is loaded into portrait mode and then a border is added to the sides, perhaps in a 16x9 aspect
ratio like this image (right) it results in a very large image internally to Image Cropper. For instance a 21 MegaPixel
picture becomes a 72MP picture which is too large to be processed. The problem is not so much a lack of memory
but on a limit on the size that can be processed internally by various functions.
An option of the Settings Menu Downsize over-large image on load will downsize any picture with a height larger
than 4000 pixels when loading. Check this option if you have problems with ‘Not enough memory’ errors.
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